Achieving efficient clinical access to patient information, while ensuring HIPAA compliance is the ultimate challenge in healthcare. RapidIdentity ExactAccess is an enterprise Single Sign-On (eSSO) and clinical workflow solution that automates fast, secure access to patient information and clinical applications. By unifying role-based application access, multi-factor authentication (MFA), SSO auditing capabilities, and secure e-prescribing into one single platform, ExactAccess strengthens organizational efficiency and increases clinician productivity.

PROXIMITY BADGE ACCESS
Access work on any supported endpoint device and secure sessions with the tap of a badge.

EASY APP INTEGRATION
Quickly integrate Windows and Web-based applications with drag and drop application integration.

DEA COMPLIANT EPCS
Electronically order prescriptions for controlled substances by verifying identities with secure MFA methods.

CUSTOMIZABLE LAUNCHPAD
Manage access to applications by pinning favorite applications onto the toolbar or workspace area.

AUDIT AND REPORTING
Understand user behavior, security risks, and device/application utilization with web-based reporting.

SELF-SERVICE CAPABILITIES
Enable users to reset their own Windows Active Directory Passwords without IT assistance or delays.
INCREASE CLINICIAN PRODUCTIVITY

Achieving organizational efficiency begins with ease of access to user workstations. ExactAccess provides clinicians with passwordless access to their unique desktop environments and clinical applications running on shared devices, eliminating the need to manually enter passwords multiple times throughout the day.

UNMATCHED APPLICATION INTEGRATION

ExactAccess has a 100% success rate with application integration. The drag-and-drop design allows organizations to automatically integrate Windows & web based applications, eliminating the need for profilers, wizards, and installers. In addition to Cerner, MEDITECH, and other application integrations, our deep integration into Epic delivers unique functionality.

LEVERAGE EXISTING ARCHITECTURE

Unlike other eSSO solutions, ExactAccess is not an invasive solution that requires a complete overhaul of your current infrastructure. While other eSSO providers require a messy and costly rip-and-replace of your current environment to implement new, pre-configured hardware, ExactAccess can leverage your current hardware.

Ready to See ExactAccess in Action? Schedule a Demo Today!
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